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SCREEN AND MEDIA TIME

With the new high tech world we live in the desire to 
allow or have your child use the technology may be your 
desire. Researchers all agree that children under the age 
of 2 years old. The need for screen time is not needed 
and has no positive effects or outcomes for them. After 
the age of 2 years the screen time needs to be limited 
and need to continue to have parent involved and 
supervision regardless of how “developmentally appro-
priate” the item claims to be.

As a parent you can do these simple things to help them 
with the screen usage:

1. Talk about the program.
Ask 2- and 3-year-olds what they thought the show was 
about, which characters they liked and disliked, how it 
made them feel.

2. Answer children’s questions.
Children are still figuring out new ideas and concepts. 
Sometimes they need your help to make sense of what 
they’re seeing on the screen.

3. Point out and name things they see
on the screen.

4. Be active while you watch.
Dance to the music, hop around like the bunnies on the 
show, and so forth.

5. Connect what children see on tv to
children’s “real lives.”
“Do you remember we watched a show about a mail 
carrier this morning? Here comes our mail carrier! Do 
you want to watch her deliver our mail?”

6. When the show is over, turn off the
tv and act out the story.
Use puppets to tell the story, or make up your own story 
to act out together.

7. Finally, do not use television shows or    
videos to put children to sleep.
This makes it more difficult for them to learn to fall 
asleep on their own. Also, young children need the love, 
safety, and security that comes from naptime routines 
(story, back rub, song) shared with you.

8. Limit viewing time to ensure lots
of time for  interactive play and
exploration of the real, 3-D world.
Young children learn more quickly through interactions 
that take place during explo-ration of their actual, physi-
cal world. Setting limits is especially important because 
babies and toddlers are awake only so many hours a 
day, and most should be spent exploring their “real” 
world with you, their caregivers, and peers.

9. Keep the screen time very child
age appropriate.
Do not have the child become engaged with adult 
content games, videos and or news stories. Young 
children have difficulty with separation of reality and 
fantasy. With the confusion of this area children can 
become violent, with drawn, and even anxious towards 
the world.  

Screen time has many benefits like keeping connected 
with family that is not close and help with activities and 
give parents some downtime but it should be moni-
tored, talked about and engaged with. Ensuring that the 
screen time is a fun and appropriate for them.

For more information on this article visit:
http://www.zerotothree.com
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